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Uncomplicating the Complicated with 
Excellent Corporate Immigration Services

Erickson Immigration Group

T
he process of immigration is 
complicated and time-consuming and 
can require hundreds of hours to file 
visa applications, facilitate transfers, 

and handle the PERM process. The legal 
immigration space has also experienced 
challenging delays and backlogs in the past 
decades due to the pandemic and varying 
immigration policies. But through it all, 
Erickson Immigration Group (EIG) has 
provided outstanding service and best-
in-class technology with their full line of 
business immigration solutions and global 
immigration management services for 
companies of all sizes. 

EIG’s clients rely on the firm’s expertise 
for non-immigrant and immigrant visa 
services, citizenship and naturalization, 
immigration program management and 
compliance managed from EIG’s US and 
global offices and its extensive international 
practice. EIG initiates transfer of its clients’ 
employees worldwide and implements 
cohesive and compliant business travel 
strategies for enterprise-level organizations, 
focusing exclusively on employment-based 
immigration. It provides corporate clients 
with creative solutions to employ the best 
and brightest foreign national employees 
worldwide. The firm also streamlines 
processes to simplify the immigration 
experience and ensure foreign nationals and 
their families have a clear pathway through 
their immigration journey.  

“The EIG team consists of top 
legal minds with years of experience in 
the industry, including former Obama 
appointees, former high-level State 
Department employees, law professors, and 
dedicated employees who are extremely 
committed to the client experience.  EIG 
has worked with renowned companies 

around the world across various industries 
like technology, finance, entertainment, and 
hospitality, and serves as true partner instead 
of just another vendor,” says Hiba Mona 
Anver, shareholder at EIG. 

A hallmark of EIG’s approach is the 
firm’s “Perfect Plus” service model, with 
an emphasis on proactive guidance for 
clients. Its goal is to ensure that clients 
are aware of all the steps involved in their 
immigration journey and prepared for any 
new developments. EIG acts as a strategic 
partner and works with clients to identify 
their requirements, changes in the industry, 
and government policies impacting their 
program to provide real-time proactive 
guidance, including for the immigration-
related implications of M&A and corporate 
restructuring like reduction in force. 

EIG’s proactive partnership with 
its clients was never more evident than 
during the pandemic.   EIG guided 
clients through this unprecedented global 
event to seamlessly adopt new corporate 
policies, shifting to remote work and work 
for home, to adhere to the latest CDC 
recommendations. EIG partnered with 
clients by offering alerts and townhalls on 
immigration-related actions, and timely 
guidance on how to manage travel concerns 
for US and global employees, who suddenly 
faced new hurdles and considerations if 
they would be traveling. The industry 
looked to EIG as a trusted legal resource 
and knowledgeable expert throughout the 
COVID-19 pandemic and into the return to 
a “new” and more nomadic normal. 

EIG is uncomplicating the complicated 
immigration process to help people realize 
their professional goals worldwide. Its 
dynamic and dedicated team of experienced 
attorneys, paralegals, and assistants, 
partners with clients and their foreign 
nationals to achieve professional goals. EIG 
offers practical guidance and solutions that 
elevate clients’ service and experience in the 
mobility industry.   
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